We are gathered here today in the face of this company, to join together (Name) and (Name) in
matrimony; which is an honorable and solemn estate and therefore is not to be entered into unadvisedly
or lightly, but reverently and soberly. Into this estate these two persons present come now to be joined. If
any one can show just cause why they may not be lawfully joined together, let them speak now or forever
hold their peace. Who gives this woman to be married to this man?
Father: Her Mother & I Do
On behalf of ( Name ) and ( Name) , I welcome you and thank you all for gathering here on this beautiful
day to witness their marriage ceremony. Many of you have given them much happiness, love, warmth,
and guidance through the various stages of their lives. They would like to sincerely thank you all for being
here to celebrate their big day. A special and respectful acknowledgement must also be made to those
friends and family members who were unable to attend, or have passed on, but whose spirit remains alive
and strong in all our hearts.
I have also been asked by Name and Name to thank their parents for the wonderful lives they have
given them, for the hard work and guidance they have provided, for their everlasting love, support, and
encouragement. It is from them that they have learned the true meaning of love, frie ndship and family.
Ceremony
For Name and Name marriage is an affirmation of life, an undying commitment, a spiritual, emotional,
and intellectual bond between two people. It is created from the purest of friendship, respect and love.
The institution of marriage is not entered into lightly, because it symbolizes commitment on every level.
Together you will continue to meet the challenges and obstacles of life head on.
Marriage is an adventure in the most intimate of human relationships. It is the mutual commitment of two
people sincerely in love who share the same dreams about life. But more than that, it is the intimate
sharing of two lives. It is a sharing that does not diminish but enhances the individuality of each partner.
The marriage between Name and Name does not mark the beginning of a new relationship; rather, it is
an acknowledgement and celebration, of a relationship that has been flourishing since they met.

Vows
Name do you take Name for your lawful wedded wife, to live in the holy estate of matrimony? Will you
love, honour, comfort, and cherish her from this day forward, forsaking all others, keeping only unto her
for as long as you both shall live?
Name: I do
Name do you take Name for your lawful wedded husband, to live in the holy estate of matrimony? Will
you love, honour, comfort, and cherish her from this day forward, forsaking all others, keeping only unto
her for as long as you both shall live?
Name: I do
Celebrant: addressing the Name who repeats the marriage vows:
The Celebrant: asks for the rings
NameWith this ring I, Name take you Name to be my wedded spouse, to have and to hold from this
day forward, for better or for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love, honor and to
cherish; from this day forward until death do us part.
Celebrant: asks the Names ring from the maid of honor- Name- With this ring I, Name take you Name
to be my wedded spouse, to have and to hold from this day forward, for better or for worse, for richer, for
poorer, in sickness and in health, to love, honor and to cherish; from this day forward until death do us
part.

Name and Name, remember to treat both yourself and each other with respect, and remind yourselves
often of what brought you together. Give the highest priority to the tenderness, gentleness and kindness
that your connection deserves.

A successful relationship takes more than just love. It takes trust, to know in your hearts that you want
only the best for each other. It takes dedication, to stay open to one another, to learn and grow, even
when it is difficult to do so. And it takes faith, to go forward together without knowing what the future holds
for you both.

And now by the power vested in me by the State of Oregon/Washington, I pronounce you married Kiss
now and seal your love
KISS
Ladies and Gentlemen: It is with great pleasure that I introduce to you for the first time as a married
couple (Names)

